Quality Technician
Quality Management and Methods Department

The Bosch Group is a leading global supplier of technology and services. In the areas of automotive and industrial technology, consumer goods, and building technology. The Bosch Group comprises Robert Bosch GmbH and its more than 360 subsidiaries and regional companies in over 50 countries with over 280,000 associates all over the world.

Bosch Vietnam Co., Ltd. in Dong Nai Province (Long Thanh IZ) is its first investment in Vietnam into high tech production facility for Pushbelts used in vehicles with Continuously Variable Transmission (CVT). More information at this website: http://www.bosch-career.com/en/sa/bosch_employer_sa/locations_13/bosch_in_vietnam/bosch_in_vietnam_1.html

Main tasks

- Verify of process conformance (verify product quality through specified inspections / audits; use stereo microscope and other measurement tools)
- Handle of non-conformances (issue non-conformity reports if deviations from specifications are found; verify containment, track closure of actions, control relevant non-conformity product)
- Represent quality department in the manufacturing area (promote quality in manufacturing shift; provide quality assurance support to manufacturing operation)
- First level quality reporting (report quality data once introduced to be done in SAP; escalate major quality topics to quality supervisor)

Job requirements

- College or higher degree in technical fields
- Good verbal and written communication in Vietnamese and English
- Have knowledge in 5S, problem solving.
- Endurance, quality orientated, loyalty, attend to details

Benefits

- 14 annual leaves per year
- Competitive salary, bonuses and allowances
- Professional multinational working environment
- Opportunity for training and working in Europe and career development in the Bosch Group worldwide
- Bus transportation for Ho Chi Minh City and Bien Hoa City
- Health insurance for associates and two relatives
- Internal trainings